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PROFILE

Enmarcar is one of the leading Fabricator 
of  Glass, uPVC and Aluminium

With an Experienced Team in Windows and Doors, 
You can be sure of receiving leading product
quality and excellent advice. From manufacturing
to installation to after-sales service, it will be 
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INTRODUCTION

Established in 2003, ENMARCAR, a unit group of S.A Glass 
and Aluminium Works, Noida is an eminent manufacturer 
of wide range of Architectural Glasses, UPVC and Aluminium 
Windows and Doors. These products obtainable are highly 
appreciated in the marketplace owing to its durability,

Our Windows, Doors and Glass Products are designed under 

products are designed and developed in agreement with 
set international quality standards that worldwide authorities

variety of quality checks and basic parameters. These 
obtainable products are extensively demanded in market by
Builders and Architects.

Technological know-how, entrepreneurial foresight and a 
feeling for design are all combined by Enmarcar windows 

an Enmarcar windows and doors product. You are deciding 
on the best possible quality and are therefore making a 
long-term investment.

We are now a renowned organization among Builders and Architects and have gained topmost rank
in this competitive era under the utmost guidance of Mr. Sanjay Vij ( Director ), who has 35 years of 

His skills and harmonized working have supported the industry maintain heights in marketplace.
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VISION

Our vision is to become the globally recognized 
leader in the Glass processing, UPVC & Aluminium 
Doors and Windows industry. Having already 
marked our presence  in the country, we strive 
to achieve consolidated, sustained and 
independent growth in each of our existing 
product lines and to progressively add newer

business success.

Core Values:
Collaboration – Be it the internal departments, or with our relationships with our suppliers and channel partners, 
we believe that no individual can achieve what a team can. Together we work towards the common goal of 
providing our customers with the best of products and services.

Commitment to Quality – Quality is the primary determinant of customer satisfaction and loyalty, and it requires us 
to continuously provide customers with superior quality products and best service. We believe that better quality 
translates into better value for our customers and, subsequently, better valuation of our brand.

Diversity – At ENMARCAR, we appreciate and encourage diverse opinions and new ideas that enable us to promise 
unique and innovative products to our esteemed customers.

Innovation – We are constantly engaged in brainstorming activities to come up with new inspirational ideas that 
may perhaps result in another breakthrough in the glass industry. With decades of experience in the glass industry, 

even more with our visionary goals.
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ARCHITECTURAL GLASS

    TOUGHENED GLASS - Toughened or tempered glass is a type of safety glass processed by controlled 
                                                        thermal or chemical treatments to increase its strength compared with normal 
                                                       (annealed) glass. Toughened glass is physically and thermally stronger than 
                                                        regular glass.

 LAMINATED GLASS -  Toughened or tempered glass is a type of safety glass processed by controlled 
                                                    thermal or chemical treatments to increase its strength compared with normal 
                                                    (annealed) glass. Toughened glass is physically and thermally stronger than 
                                                     regular glass.

1. Architectural glass doors and partitions
2. Shower Cubicles
3. Table Tops
4. Windows 

APPLICATIONS:- 

APPLICATIONS:- 

1. Glass Railing Panels
2. Glass Staircase
3. Skylight Glazing
4. Security Glass

INSULATING GLASS - Insulating glass is also known as double glazing glass. These are basically a double 
                                                 or triple glass window panes separated by a spacer along the edge and sealed to 
                                                 create a dead air space between the layers. This type of glazing has functions of 
                                                 thermal insulation and noise reduction.

APPLICATIONS:- 

1. Hospitals
2. Hotels

DIGITAL CERAMIC PRINTING - Digital ceramic printing is used to produce high resolution photographic 
nd designers 

                                                                      around the world are following the trend of using glass as a material of 
                                                                      choice for their building projects.

APPLICATIONS:- 

1. Building Facade
2. Kitchen Cabinets
3. Custom wall-cladding applications
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uPVC

01

Enmarcar windows & doors are pioneers in the manufacturing 
and designing of uPVC. Architects and builders recommend 
uPVC windows for their overall strength, durability, and lasting

views and enhancing lifestyles.

DURABLITY

These windows are the strongest and the most long
lasting, compared to other types. Unlike wooden 

conditions. Given that their material is tough, they 
retain their original structure and remain intact 
under the pressures of weather. The uPVC coating 
is also protected from harmful UV rays which can 
cause materials to fade and wither due to prolonged
 sun exposure.

 NOISE REDUCTION

in your home is that their insulating qualities help to 
reduce outside noise. If your home is situated where

conversations of passersby is a problem, then UPVC 

Glazed Glass is a solutions to the problem.

TERMITE FREE

Unlike many window types, uPVCs are completely 
termite-free. Neither do they foster other insects. 
Since they are synthetic, they’re also easy to clean.

LOW MAINTENANCE

Even though uPVC windows retain their strength 
and structure for a very long time, you don’t have to 
spend a fortune on their maintenance. uPVC is a 
low-maintenance material and cleaning it is easy 
and quick. 

ECO-FRIENDLY

uPVC windows are the eco-friendliest since they 
easily last for 40-80 years. They’re made from 
recyclable materials that don’t harm the 

consuming minimal energy in the process.

CASEMENT WINDOWS

to open out. Additional restrictors can lock 
the windows open. Similarly to the awning
 window, the multi-point locking system 

 and maximum protection against the elements.

02 SLIDING WINDOWS

Our sliding windows boast secure multi-locking 
hardware, single toughened to double glazing 

sliding window range is a popular option for 
many as it provides modern clean lines and 
is great for areas where space is limited. 

03 TILT & TURN WINDOWS

01

The window tilts in at the top to provide cross-

turn of the handle, opens wide like a 
casement window for easy cleaning. With 
dual seal construction and multiple locking 

and acoustic protection, added security and 
excellent protection against the elements.

04 SLIDING DOOR

Our Slide & stack door systems can span huge 
openings.. The sliding door range can realize

excellent thermal and acoustic protection and 
modern styling. 

Other Products that are available under uPVC :- 
Sliding Folding Doors, Tilt & Slide Doors and Lift & Slide Doors
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PROJECTS

RADISSON BLU KAUSHAMBI

MAHAGUN MARVELLA

PARK PLAZA KAUSHAMBI

MAHAGUN MART

MOSAIC HOTEL NOIDA

PRATEEK EDIFICE

MAHAGUN MALL

ARIHANT AMBER

CLIENTS

MAHAGUN INDIA PVT LTD.

ARIHANT INFRA REALTORS

NIRALA ESTATE PVT LTD

APEX GROUP

EXOTICA HOUSING PVT LTD

PARAMOUNT GROUP



CONTACT US
B-91, Sector- 63, Noida
Uttar Pradesh, 201301

+91-9810172846
+ 91-9560345409

saglassandalluminiumworks@gmail.com
info@saglasscreations.com

enmarcar03
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